1. The basis of bearings is to the Texas State Plane Coordinate System, North American Datum of 1983, North Central Zone determined by GPS observation.

2. Building lines are per the City of Aledo Zoning Ordinance.

3. All property corners are 5/8 inch iron rod with cap stamped "RESEARCH OF TEXAS" unless otherwise noted.

4. Water and sanitary sewer will be provided by public utilities.

L. Jeremy Luke Seal, do hereby certify that I preserved this plat from an actual and accurate survey of the land, and that the corner monuments shown therein were properly placed under my supervision.

Jenny Luke Seal
Certified Professional Land Surveyor
Texas Registration Number 65966
Date: December 16, 2010

Jenny Luke Seal
Certified Professional Land Surveyor
Texas Registration Number 65966

NOTARY PUBLIC, STATE OF TEXAS

EXPIRED: 12/31/2013

APPROVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ALEDO, TEXAS, on the 16th day of December 2010

Kathleen Waddell
City Secretary - City of Aledo

This Plat was prepared in November 2010

This Plat recorded in Cabinet _______ Slide No. _______